and finally, Cancio Cruz, the youngest of the squad. I don't know his exact birthday, but he can't be more than seventeen. Cancio and I walked to the edge of the river without finding anything. We waited a while, but the rest of the group never showed. After an hour, we began to feel uneasy. We went back to the tent, following the route the S?nchez twins had taken. We whistled every so often, but heard nothing back. The mysterious shouting had stopped. We spent the rest of the night searching for the other men in vain.
In the morning, about two kilometers to the east, we found Tobias up against a tree. It took us hours to get him to speak. Around noon, he led us over the mountain to a strange, abandoned campsite. I can't, nor do I wish to describe in detail what we saw, since it is beyond the limits of imagination of even the most perverse minds. From a pole balanced on two trees, three human skins were hung: we knew right away they were the skins of our companions. Near the ashes of a fire there was a well about half a meter wide and slightly more than that deep, filled with a thick, dark liquid. It was blood.
In the remains I found a small stone ax with its handle missing, and I put it in my rucksack.
